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Complex Sentences 

Worksheet 9 

Finish each sentence fragment to create a complex sentence. 

1. The girls wanted to fish from the dock until ______________________ 

2. The train was late because __________________________________ 

3. The mother called her children to come inside since ________________ 

4. The glass fell to the floor and broke after _______________________ 

5. The ball crashed into the window as ____________________________ 

6. I will sit at home on the couch until ____________________________ 

7. The cat slept peacefully on the chair before _____________________ 

8. Joseph was late for class after _______________________________ 

9. We are not going to the mall unless ____________________________ 

10. The rain fell from the sky until ______________________________ 

11. The store closed early because ______________________________ 

12. The dog decided to go out whenever __________________________ 

13. We really like going out although _____________________________ 

14. I am eating pizza at home while ______________________________ 

15. Amanda rode her horse before ______________________________ 

16. Nicole answered her phone as _______________________________ 

17. The plant grew through ____________________________________ 

18. The dog returned home after ________________________________ 

19. The laundry is finished although ______________________________ 

20. Dinner is ready to eat whenever ______________________________ 
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Answer Sheet 

Answers will vary. 

1. The girls wanted to fish from the dock until bedtime. 

2. The train was late because of incorrect schedules. 

3. The mother called her children to come inside since listening to the 

weather. 

4. The glass fell to the floor and broke after being bumped. 

5. The ball crashed into the window as glass flew. 

6. I will sit at home on the couch until getting bored or sleepy. 

7. The cat slept peacefully on the chair before meowing loudly. 

8. Joseph was late for class after sleeping through the alarm. 

9. We are not going to the mall unless rain hits. 

10. The rain fell from the sky until no longer cloudy. 

11. The store closed early because of snow and ice. 

12. The dog decided to go out whenever warm outside. 

13. We really like going out although sleepy. 

14. I am eating pizza at home while coloring a picture. 

15. Amanda rode her horse before walking the parade route. 

16. Nicole answered her phone as leaving the room. 

17. The plant grew through a broken sidewalk. 

18. The dog returned home after hours on the run. 

19. The laundry is finished although not folded or put away. 

20. Dinner is ready to eat whenever hunger strikes. 
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